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Abstract
Venous Leg Ulceration (VLU) is a common pathology which affects patients at any age. Ulcers are
characterized by long-term healing, pain and frequent recurrence despite adherence to standard
of care resulting in time consuming and costly treatments. Here, the authors describe the case of a
diabetic, 63 years old male suffering from venous insufficiency and presenting a distal leg ulcer. The
ulcer was treated using GBT013 device, a new biocompatible and biodegradable tri-dimensional
collagen based matrix. GBT013 seems to be well integrated to the healing tissues and well tolerated.
No complication or pain was reported during treatment. Complete healing was obtained within 36
days with no recurrence to date despite a context of stasis dermatitis.
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Venous Leg Ulcers (VLUs) are open lesions of the lower extremities caused by venous disease.
Risk factors include all factors susceptible to increase pressure within vessels (e.g., obesity,
immobility, thrombosis, varicose veins, and trauma) [1-3]. They are more common in women
and older people and represent 60% to 80% of leg ulcers [4-7]. VLUs are often chronic and can
persist for months, representing a significant health care burden [8-10]. Symptoms include pain,
itching and swelling. Most VLUs can heal within 20 to 24 weeks using adapted dressing coupled
or not with different treatments such as leg elevation, compression therapy, anti-coagulant and/
or vaso-active agents or surgical management [11,12]. Although a wide range of different dressings
are commercially available (i.e. hydrocolloids, foams, hydrogels, pastes, simple non-adherent
dressings) no significant difference in term of efficacy has been reported [13,14]. GBT013 is a new
biocompatible and biodegradable tri-dimensional collagen based matrix, allowing cell colonization
and proliferation. Collagen serves as a decoy for Matrix Metallo Proteinases (MMP) found in excess
in chronic wounds [15,16]. The safety and efficacy of this cost effective dressing have been recently
evaluated in patients with Diabetic Foot Ulcers (DFU) [17]. We are reporting here, the successful
use of GBT013 for the complete and long term healing of VLU in a diabetic patient with VLU
history.

Materials and Methods
Materials: GBT013 (Genbiotech, Antibes, France) is a CE mark (#0143219-08) class III medical
device consisting in a micro porous collagen based dressing. Composition of this tri-dimensional
matrix includes equine type I collagen (72%), squid chitosan (20%) and bovine/porcine chondroitin
sulfate (8%).
Methods: The case study was conducted from May to June 2013 in Ransart Foot Center
(Belgium). The patient was informed about the product and has accepted the treatment. GBT013
has to be cut off to fit the wound size, rehydrated with sterile saline solution and applied directly to
the wound bed (Figure 1). Secondary dressing and renewal was left to the practitioner’s discretion
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Figure 1: Recommendations for GBT013 Use. (A) GBT013 is a sterile collagen based dressing presented in a sterile plastic blister. (B) Hydration of GBT013
is performed directly in the plastic blister with saline solution. (C). GBT013 is ready to use 5 minutes after hydration and can be applied directly to the wound bed
using sterile forceps.

Figure 2: VLU wound healing progress following treatment with GBT013 (A) Fibrinous ulcer with scalloped edges measuring 10 cm² before any
GBT013 application. No edema and no sign of discharge are observed. (B) Scar of the GBT013 cured ulcer surrounded by sequela of stasis dermatitis. This ulcer
has never recurred.

and was applied over GBT013. GBT013 application rate was also left
to practitioner’s appraisal once per week to once every two weeks.
Wound closure had to be measured at each follow-up visit with report
of infection, duration and percentage of wound closure.

one, the ulcer was sharply debrided with curettage and cleaned with
normal saline. GBT013 was cut off to fit the wound size, rehydrated
with sterile saline solution, and applied directly to the wound bed.
GBT013 porous matrix remained easily handled even after hydration
(Figure 1). It was found to adhere properly to the wound bed and did
not require any operating room and/or staples. Secondary dressing
was applied over GBT013 to maintain a moist and compressive
environment to optimize wound healing. The secondary dressing used
was as follows: Curity Kendall (Covidien, Dublin, Ireland), Stellaline
(Lohmann & Rausher) and profore compressive stocking (Smith &
Nephew, London, England). As the patient was not suffering from
arterial insufficiency, no control of ankle brachial index was necessary
before giving the patient a compressive stocking. Secondary dressing
was changed daily and the GBT013 treatment was applied every two
weeks with 3 final superimposed applications i.e., on days 0, 14 and
28. Before each new GBT013 application, the wound was cleaned with
saline with removal of any fibrinous and other non-healthy tissues.
On day 11, 80% of the wound was closed and granulation tissue was
in place. Complete healing was observed within 36 days with no
infection nor maceration signs noted along the process. As neither
complication nor pain was reported, GBT013 seems to be both well
integrated to the healing tissues and well tolerated. Four years after
treatment, in a context of stasis dermatitis, it is of particular interest
to note that no recurrence was observed (Figure 2B).

Results
Case Presentation: The patient was a very severely obese (body
mass index at 40.5), non-smoker 63 years old male with a history of
type II diabetes and venous insufficiency since 2000. He presented no
arterial insufficiency but has been treated for several venous ulcers
and diabetic foot ulcers with or without osteitis (toes, forefoot and
ankle). Some wounds were medically treated and healed while others
needed amputation of the first and second left toes. The patient
also presented stasis dermatitis on both limbs. He has undergone a
saphenectomy of the left internal saphenous vein in 2010 and the right
internal saphenous vein was not continent. Antecedents consisted of
arterial hypertension, type II hyperlipemia according to Fredrikson
classification, retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy resulting from
diabetic complications, chronic renal insufficiency due to lithiasis and
gout, allergy to penicillin and sleep apnea syndrome.
Treatment: Metformine (850 mg, 3/d), Novomix (2 Inj 1/d),
Bisoprolol (10 mg/d), Amlodipine (10 mg/d), Moxonidine (0.4 mg
2/d), Lisinopril (40 mg/d), Asaflow (80 mg/d), Indapamide (2/d) and
Allopurinol (300 mg 1/d).

Discussion

Observation: On examination, the pedalis and tibialis posterior
pulses were palpable. A 10 cm2 and 0.5 cm deep ulcer was measured,
located above the malleola on the left internal side of the left ankle
lasting for more than 3 months (Figure 2A). Macroscopically,
the wound was clean, slightly fibrinous with scalloped edges. No
infection, no maceration, no necrotic tissue nor exposed structures
were noted and no pain associated to the wound was reported. On day
Remedy Publications LLC.

VLU is a painful, incapacitating affection presenting a healing
duration longer than six weeks and which is prone to frequent
recurrence [8,9]. Regarding patient concern and health care burden,
reducing leg ulcer recurrence is hence a relevant issue recognized
in international leg ulcer management guidelines [12,18]. The main
objective of this clinical case was to present VLU treatment with
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GBT013, a new collagen engineered skin substitute which the use
was previously described in DFU [17]. Regarding the clinical case
presently reported treatment with GBT013 resulted not only in welltolerated, efficient and cost-effective wound healing but was also very
satisfactory as no recurrence was observed four years after initial
treatment despite the long VLU history of the patient. Obviously,
a larger cohort analysis will be needed to assess GBT013 efficiency
in VLU treatment. However, as previously reported regarding DFU
treatment, clinicians appreciated the ease of use of this new porous
matrix that adheres properly to the wound bed and does not require
an operating room and/or staples. Another advantage is that GBT013
is left in place throughout the wound healing and layered if further
applications are needed. Consequently, this dramatically minimizes
interferences with the wound and infectious risks thus accelerating
the healing process. Moreover, as patients commonly express pain
during dressing change, simplifying handling is of great importance.
On the other hand, when conducting nursing at home, it could be
problematic to ensure that only the secondary dressing would be
taken off and not the primary one. As nurses usually take all the
dressings off to clean the wound, they probably have to be educated to
the use of this new kind of dressing. This first GBT013 clinical case in
VLU treatment completes its clinical use previously described in DFU
and pre-clinical evidences of its efficacy [17,19]. As GBT013 seems to
result in well-tolerated and efficient healing, its use could represent
improvement in patients’ welfare but also simplify practitioner’s
practice decreasing the global cost of VLU care. Thus, these results
open interesting perspectives to the design of a randomized and
controlled clinical trial in VLU patients.
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